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CHANGES IN THE KEKCHI PRONOMINAL SYSTEM
John Bringhurst
As one of our basic thought processes and one of the most often
shared, language undergoes a constant process of change and evolution
which when observed carefully can be seen to follow certain patterns which
allow us a great deal of insight as to how the mind of the speakers functions as the language evolves. Probably the greatest factor limiting our
study of this process is the fact that linguistic changes occur so slowly
that the entire course of a change cannot be observed in a single lifetime; consequently, we must rely upon historical documents to provide
much of our data regarding language change.
Access to the William E. Gates collection of early Mayan manuscripts
at the Harold B. Lee Library of Brigham Young University has allowed the
unique opportunity to observe the structure of the Mayan languages as they
have evolved from the early Spanish colonial period to the present. Based
upon my research in the Gates Collection, in the following paper I propose
to show: first, a change which took place in the Kekchi pronominal system,
and second, the far-reaching effect that this change has had upon the
structure of transitive verb conjugations and consequently upon the Kekchi
language as a whole.
Before continuing, it is necessary to establish the concept of Praguian
markedness which will serve as the theoretical base of the explanations to
be given here. Briefly (andsimplistically), it involves a system of relative degrees of "markedness" that exist within a language structure, which
allow us a considerable understanding as to how linguistic changes take
place and how specific changes tend to affect the language as a whole.
The many factors which demonstrate markedness will not be discussed to any
length here, but they include such things as complexity or simplicity of
ideas, limited versus general meaning, and low as opposed to high frequency
of usage. In the systems of pronouns which are described here, the third
person will always be considered "unmarked" as against first and second
person, and the second person unmarked as against the first.l The plural
is more marked than singular, and in Mayan language systems the ergative
(ERG) pronouns occupy a more marked position than the absolutive (ABS).
Linguistic changes are observed to occur in relatively unmarked areas of
the language and move from there to the more highly marked forms.
The Kekchi Pronominal System in Transitive Conjugations
In Kekchi as in other Mayan languages there are two pronoun systems:
the ergative, and the absolutive, each serving distinct functions which
vary according to the linguistic context in which they are used. Since
transitive verb conjugations involve both a subject and an object of the
verb, both sets of pronouns are used in the transitive conjugations, the
ergative pronoun indicating the subject and the absolutive pronoun playing
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the role of direct object. The: System of markedness in these conjugations
is best illustrated with a series of boxes developed by Dr. John Robertson
as follow (third person):
ABS 3rd person singular

ABS 3rd person singular

+

+

ERG 3rd person singular

ERG 3rd person plural

ABS 3rd person plural

ABS 3rd person plural

+

+

ERG 3rd person singular

ERG 3rd person plural

Here we see all possible combinations of singular and plural with the
third person as both object and subject. arranged so that the upper left
box is unmarked. and the lower right most marked. The same box in simple
English terms is expressed thus:
I

He does it to him

They do it to him

He does it to them

They do it to them

- - - -

Or. as it will be shown with the Kekchi pronouns:
2
him
him
they
he
them
he

them
they

We will begin our study of the Kekchi pronoun systems with this unmarked (3rd person) combination, since that is where the initial change we
are to consider took place. In modern Kekchi. this combination looks like
this:
¢

~

5
,,/
s ... eb' ?
e

(him)
he

(him)
they

s ... eHII I he .. ~hem they ... them

In order to determine what adaptations have led to this modern system.
it is first necessary to present a model of the proto-Kekchi pronouns.
which were probably very similar to the system which exists presently in
Cakchiquel. Let us consider the modern Kekchi and Cakchiquel systems side
by side:
CAKCHIQUEL

KEKCHI

tJ-s

(J-e)s

s... ejj

e?

s... etl

...,

~-u

¢-ki

ru = s

e-u

e-ki

e

= eB
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Note that the basic difference between the two pronoun systems is the
use of "e:~" in Kekchi to perform the role of the Cakchiquel "k; ". Since
Kekchi and Cakchiquel are descended from one common language, we should be
able to determine which is the original form by looking for signs of innovation from other forms within the same language. It is easy to explain
the origin of "el~1I in Kekchi as a combination of the absolutive "eb" and
the ergative "s", but, the "ki" of Cakchiquel has no source within the
language from which it might have evolved, so we can conclude that "ki"
was in fact the original form and that Kekchi has undergone innovation.
In this light we can reconstruct the proto-Kekchi pronoun system as follows:
*PROTO-KEKCHI3
*¢-~

*¢-ki

*eb'-s *eb-ki
In all cases the absolutive pronoun preceded the ergative as it
presently does in Cakchiquel:
KEKCHI

CAKCHIQUEL

*¢-~

he does it to him

¢-u

*¢-ki;

they do it to him

¢-ki

*e~-s

he does it to them

e-u

*e~-ki

they do it to them

e-ki

The Initial Change--Replacement of "Ki"
The initial change which came about in the pronoun system is described
by Dr. John Robertson in his paper, liThe Origin and Development of the
Pronominal Systems of the Mayan Languages"4, and basically involved a replacement of the ergative pronoun "ki" by the combined absolutive and
ergative pronouns "ebs". This change is easy to justify in terms of the
markedness pattern of ergative and absolutive pronouns, and a slightly
different application of Dr. Robertson1s boxes showing the relationship
between the unmarked absolutive and the more marked ergative pronouns will
be of utility in illustrating the change. Here is the relationship with
its English interpretation:
ABS

ERG

OBJECT

SUBJECT

singular singular

him

he

plural

them

they

plural

In this context the origin of the Kekchi change is readily recognizable.
as shown here:
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STAGE I
ABS

STAGE II

ERG

ABS

*(1 I *5

(1

ERG

I s

~

*etl I *ki

The ERG singular (5) and the ABS plural (e~) simply combined to form
a new ERG plural lIet5s". The use of this element in transitive conjugations
was already precedented by its use as a combination of ergative and absolutive pronouns meaning IIhe does it to them". Now it simply took a new
position as "they do it to himll, replacing the old pronoun "ki", which
was lost. This innovation is most common among the lowland Maya groups,
several of which bordered on Kekchi territory and might have influenced
such a change.
The replacement of IIki" by lIebs" forced a CrlS1S of ambiguity since
a single element (eos) might be allowed to take three different meanings:
IIthey do it to himll, "he does it to them ll , and IIthey do it to themll. This
is actually the condition which exists in modern Itza, whose 3rd person
pronoun system looks like this:
ITZA

= vs

u

u... 01 ob

U

u ..• 0 1 ob

u ... 01 ob

o10b = eb1

It is, however, far more likely that Kekchi adjusted itself after the
initial change to a system analogous to that of Tzotzil today:
*KEKCHI

TZOTZIL

*~

*eb'~

s

s ..• i c

s

*'(

*eSr

s

s ... ic

ic

=~
= eb'

This reconstruction has considerable merit when we consider the
characteristics of the unmarked 3rd person singular ABS pronoun in Kekchi.
Often an unmarked element has a neutral quality which allows it a broad
and inclusive range of meaning, which to be made more specific must include
a more marked form. In this case the ABS 3rd person singular pronoun has
this neutral unmarked quality which allows it to be used in either singular or plural context, and the plural ABS 3rd person pronoun (eo) is only
used when it is necessary to specify plural. In the case of the transitive verb conjugations, however, it could not be employed without creating
the ambiguity already mentioned, therefore the singular pronoun took both
functions.
The most compelling evidence that this was in fact the case comes
from a modern aspectless verb form in Kekchi which follows this pattern
exactly. In the aspectless past perfect, IIr-ilom" has this same neutral
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unmarked function, meaning either "he has seen it", or "he has seen them",
and in 1ike manner, "r-ilom-eo" can mean either tlthey have seen him", or
"they have seen them":
PAST PERFECT
r-ilom

r- il om-eb'

r-ilom

r-ilom-e!)

The very conditions described above exist here, and only by the context of usage can a plural object be distinguished from a singular.
The Adjustment of the Absolutive 3rd Per. Plural Pronoun
With the transitive verb conjugations, the final step in this process
probably involved the resolution of this ambiguity to the form that exists
today:
*EARLY (I)

MODERN (II)

*~

*~

~..•eb'

*eti!'

et)!. . .eb

1

In order to understand how the system was disambiguated in this
fashion it is necessary to examine yet another function of the absolutive
pronoun "eb in Kekchi. In connection with an unpossessed noun it can be
used in two ways: First, when suffixed directly to the noun it verbalizes
the noun and gives the meaning "they are
Example:
ll

ll

•

kwi:nq

= man / kwi :nq-e~ = they are men

Secondly, when it appears disconnected, preceding the noun but
separated from it by the particle IIli" ("the"), it simply pluralizes the
noun. Example:
li kwi"nq

=

the man

/

eb li kwi:nq

=

the men

It was a combination of those two usages which led to the final adaptation of the transitive verbal pronoun system to the form that exists
today.
Let us now consider a common usage of this pronoun system in a transitive verb: sik ' = to look for, ki = aspect marker indicating past completed. We get:
ki-~-sik'

ki-~-sik'

li kwi:nq = he looked for the man
eb li kwi:ng = he looked for the men

Here the distinction between singular and plural objects is reestablished simply by stating a plural object, and the ambiguity resulting
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from the initial change ;s eliminated. Since "eb" so often appears as a
suffix, both in the abso1utive sense described above (kwi:nqeb = they are
men) and its adaptive function as part of the 3rd person plural ergative
possessive pronoun (~-punit-e~ = their hats), eventually, it established
itself as a suffix of the transitive verb:
ki-t-sik'-eb 1i kwi:nq

=

he looked for the men

When this occurred the object no longer had to be stated to indicate
the plural, rather one could simply say:
ki-s-sik'-eb

=

he looked for them

Thus the change was complete, the system had evolved to what essenially exists today, with the absolutive plural pronoun suffixed to the
verb.
In summary, we have examined three probable stages of development of
the Kekchi transitive verb pronominal system, the first being the "proto"
system which utilized the pronoun "ki" as it still is preserved in
Cakchiquel; the second being a result of the replacement of tlkill with the
adapted pronoun lIebs " , and the third being the suffixing of the abso1utive
pronoun lIeb ll to make the distinction between singular and plural objects
in transitive conjugation. These are the three stages:
STAGE I

*!
*eM~

STAGE II I

STAGE II

*ki

*'!

*ebs

I *etiki

*~

*eb~

~

eti!

! ..eb I ebr. .. eb

(ENGLISH EQUIVALENT)
He does it to him They do it to him
He does it to them They do it to them
Movement to Marked Positions
We can now broaden our perspective beyond the third person and observe the effect that this change had upon the more marked positions,
namely those involving first and second person. In the proto-Kekchi system IIkili played the same function in conjugation with the first and second
person abso1utive pronouns as it did with the first:
1st PERSON ABS
*in-~
*o:':'~

*in-ki

I *o-ki

I

=

me
he
us
he

me
the1'
us
they
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2nd PERSON ABS
I

*at-t

*at-ki

*e~-S'

*e~-ki

you(s)
he
you(p}
he

you(s)
the~

.

you{p)
they

For this reason, when tiki" was replaced by \leb~1I with the unmarked
3rd person ABS pronouns, the change took place predictably in the more
marked positions as well. Thus, "ki" was replaced by "e~~", resulting in
the system as it exists today:
1st PERSON ABS
i n-!'

i n-e~(

o-~

o-etl~

me
he
us
he

me
they
us
they

2nd PERSON ABS
at-!

at-eb!

you(s) you(s)
he
they
you(p) you{p)
he
they

A similar process has taken place with the final change, the appearance of the ABS lIeb" in a suffixed position rather than preceding the
ergative pronoun as it appeared in proto-Kekchi:

2nd PERSON ERG

*e8-a:

*eb'-e:

him

him

them
you(s)

them
ou(p)

1st PERSON ERG
*~-in

1

*~-ka

him
I

*e~-;n

*e8-ka

them
I

him
we
them
we
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With the replacement of the "etl" in the suffixed position with a 3rd
person subject, by analogy such a replacement also became feasible with
2nd and 1st person objects, and in fact replacement has been complete in
conjugation with second person ergative pronouns:
2nd PERSON ERG
9i-a:

9i-e:

a: ... eo

e: ... eti

him

him

In the most marked position, however, that with the first person
ergative pronoun, the substitution has not yet become complete; rather the
"e~" can either precede the ergative pronoun or occupy the suffixed position: 5
1st PERSON ERG
9i-in

9i-ka

el:S-in
in ... etj

etl-ka
ka ... eb

)

him
I
them
I

him
we
them
we

We can certainly question why the second change did not take over
completely while the first one did, and the answer might be purely in terms
of the respective time periods involved, but more likely it lies in the
nature of the change itself. The first change involved actual elimination
of an element (ki) from the language, and since that element played the
same role in all positions of markedness in the verb conjugation system,
the change became universal. The second change, however, involved the
resolution of an ambiguity whiche<isted only in the unmarked 3rd person
position. Since movement of this change has been only by analogy, it has
taken place much more slowly, and the old system has been retained in the
most marked position. Nevertheless, since the prefixed "e~" has disappeared
completely from the unmarked (3rd person) position, we would expect that
eventually it will die out in the first person as it has done in the
second.
A Further Adjustment--The Sol idifying of "Ebs"
Our discussion of the Kekchi transitive verb conjugation system would
not be complete without mention of the directional indicators--partic1es
which are included with the pronouns in the conjugation prefix to indicate
the direction of the verb's action. It is most interesting to observe how
the changes discussed above have affected the placement of the directional
indicators in the transitive verb structure, particularly since these
changes have taken place recently enough so as to be documented. To illustrate this I will use as an example the particle Ihu1" which when inserted in the conjugation prefex of a transitive or intransitive verb
indicates that the action of the verb is towards the speaker. The original
position of "hul" in the transitive verb conjugation was between the
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absolutive and ergative pronouns, and there are abundant examples of this
in early manuscripts such as the following;6
ch-at-hul-kw-ilaq = I will come and see you(s)
v

k-es-hul-ka-taqla = We came and commanded you(p)
A problem, however, arose with the change in function of the particle
"ebs". Originally it had been a combination of absolutive and ergative
pronoun, and as such the direction indicator took its place between the
two elements thus: -e~-hul-s-. When lIebs" changed position to take the
place of "ki", the directional indicators continued to lie between the eb
and the s, despite the fact that they now played the role of a single
ergative pronoun (ki) rather than a separate absolutive and ergative.
This situtation required resolution in order to allow "ebs" to become
a single indivisible ergative entity. As before, the resolution came from
within the framework of the language itself--"hul" universally took its
position between the absolutive and ergative pronouns, but there are cases
(3rd person singular) when the absolutive pronoun is simply nothing, and
in these cases "hul was abbreviated to "ul" and attached directly to the
aspect marker. Example:
tl

c-ul-~-ba:nu

=

he came and did it

In order to allow "et>~11 to remain together, the "hu'" began to appear
attached to the aspect marker as it does with a 3rd person singular object:
STAGE I:
STAGE II:

k-eti-hul-r-sik' = they came and looked for him
k-~-eb~-sik'

= they came and looked for him

Thus, the ergative 3rd person plural pronoun "eb~" became a single
unit, so much so that in recent years the II~" has been modified to a simple
glottal stop lie? 'til , and the pronoun has become inseparable.
This modification in the unmarked position affected the entire conjugation system, since all the more marked positions followed suit and
began to place the directional indicator next to the aspect marker rather
than between the pronouns, to the point that now all the pronoun combinations are virtually inseparable in transitive verb conjugations. Example:
x-ul-in-a:kw-a:tina = you came to talk to me
x-ul-e~-ka-sik'

= we came and looked for you(pl)

In summary, we have discussed a single change that was introduced in
the Kekchi pronominal system and the profound effect that it has had upon
the entire language. Two different kinds of changes were considered here,
the first involving the replacement of an element (ki) by another and the
loss of that element from the language, the second involving adjustments of
the language to resolve resultant centers of instability and ambiguity. It
is worthy of note that in all cases considered the changes came from somewhere within the framework of the language itself, and was followed by
movement of the change from the unmarked to marked areas in a clearly definable pattern.
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FOOTNOTES
lThe distinction in markedness between first and second person is
much less pronounced than with third person. One indication that the
1st person is the most marked is that when first and second person singu~
lars are combined, the resulting plural is first person rather than
second. This is analagous to the 3rd-2nd and 3rd-1st relationship:
1s + 2s=lp; 2s + 3s = 2p, etc.
2This system is particularly effective since it illustrates how the
highly marked forms actually involve combinations of the elements of other
less marked forms, a basic principle of markedness. In this case the
element of increased markedness is the plural: ss sp sp+ps=pp,
ps pp
etc.

I

3There is evidence t0v?how that the third person singular ergative
pronoun was probably not "S", but the evolution of this pronoun is a very
different matter which need not be discussed here. For the purposes of
thi s paper, therefore, the contemporary pronoun II~II wi 11 suffi ce.
4In this paper Dr. Robertson examines many such innovations in
various Mayan languages in terms of Praguian Markedness.
5The form in which the "eb ll is prefixed is more marked, and it is in
fact observed that an innovation will take over the unmarked position and
the conservative form if it survives retains a highly marked meaning.
6These examples are taken from an early grammar entitled "Arte de 1a
Lengua Kekchi", Gates Collection.

